Cushioning the Pressure Vibration of a Zeolite Concentrator System Using a Decoupled Balancing Duct System
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A honeycomb Zeolite Rotor Concentrator (HZRC) is the main air pollution control device utilized by many semiconductor and optoelectronics manufacturers. Various plant exhaust streams are collected and then transferred to the HZRC for decontamination. In a conventional HZRC, the exhaust fan movement and the switching between different air ducts can cause significant duct pressure variations resulting in production interruption. The minimization of pressure fluctuations to ensure continuous operation of production lines while maintaining a high volatile organic compounds (VOCs) removal efficiency is essential for exhaust treatment in these high technology manufactures. The article introduces a decoupled balancing duct system (DBDS) for controlling the airflows to achieve a balanced pressure in the HZRC system by adding a flow rate control device to the VOCs loaded stream bypass duct of a conventional system. Performance comparisons of HZRC with DBDS and other air flow control systems used by the wafer manufacturers in Hsinchu Science Park, Taiwan are presented. DBDS system had been proved effectively to stabilize the pressure in the airflow ducts, and thus avoided pressure fluctuations; it helped to achieve a high VOCs removal efficiency while ensuring the stability of the HZRC. © 2007 American Institute of Chemical Engineers Environ Prog, 26: 188–196, 2007
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INTRODUCTION

With the development of high technology manufacturing industries, large amounts of air pollutants are being generated each year. The pollutants include volatile organic compounds (VOCs) commonly emitted by the semiconductor and the optoelectronics manufacturers. These VOCs have distinct characteristics such as high flow rates and low concentrations [1]. Honeycomb zeolite rotor concentrator (HZRC) is one of the most popular VOC abatement devices. A standard HZRC system comprises three main components: the zeolite rotor, incinerator, and the airflow.
ducts. The rotor is made of a honeycomb ceramic fiber structure coated with zeolite.

When the rotor is operated continuously in a rotational procedure of adsorption, desorption, and cooling, the VOCs in the exhaust are induced into the adsorption zone for adsorptive purification via the primary duct. Upon completion of this process, the VOCs are adsorbed on the zeolite rotor and the purified exhaust is released into the atmosphere. As the rotor continues to cycle, the process continues to the desorption phase. During this stage, a high temperature clean airflow (180°C to 220°C) flows into the system to desorb the VOCs. This stream of high temperature air is formed from the cooling air circulating through the heat exchanger, which is installed between the cooling zone and the backend incinerator. The ratio of desorption (cooling) airflow rate to the VOCs process rate is ~1/10 or less. Therefore, the concentration of VOCs is increase considerably in the desorbed stream.

Following desorption, the released VOCs are transferred to the thermal incinerator for combustion to form water and carbon dioxide (CO₂) at 700°C or higher. Because the flow rate of VOCs fed to the combustion unit is relatively low, the incinerator setup and operating costs can be reduced, even though the main cost is to heat the stream to 700°C. The cooling zone normalizes the highly-heated zeolite rotor with a constant stream of air current at ambient temperature. Before cycling into the adsorption zone again, the zeolite rotor relies on the cooling process to increase the VOCs adsorption efficiency for the next adsorption phase. Meanwhile, the cooling airflow forms a highly-heated airflow through the heat exchanger as mentioned previously, and subsequently desorbs VOCs on the rotor. Both actual [2–5] and lab-based assessments [6–9] are performed for such an HZRC system. This system has maintained 90% VOCs removal efficiency for a long period of stable operation.

In a typical situation, the VOCs containing exhaust streams from all plant operations are collected and transferred to the HZRC system for decontamination. The VOCs exhaust treatment operation requires the support of an exhaust fan system to prevent pressure drops. When the system cycles between purification and bypass modes, improper switching operations will cause significant pressure variations in the HZRC and the transfer duct systems that adversely affect airflow stability during the manufacturing process resulting in production interruptions. Minimizing the pressure fluctuations because of the switching in the HZRC system ensures continuous operation of the production lines while maintaining a high VOCs removal efficiency, which is essential for exhaust treatment in high technology manufacturing.

This study proposes a decoupled balancing duct system (DBDS) that overcomes the high pressure variation problem of a conventional HZRC. The proposed system adds a flow area changing device to the bypass duct. This study deployed four different

---

**Figure 1.** The process flow diagram and duct design of System A.
air flow control systems and then evaluated their performance in the wafer manufacturing plant in Hsinchu Science Park, Taiwan. The different systems have been compared, and the contribution of the DBDS is assessed throughout this study. The design principles and observations of DBDS are also discussed.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

This study evaluated four different experimental air flow control models for operation and analysis. Those of the systems A, B, and C are considered as standard designs. Figure 1 illustrates the blueprint of System A, in which an exhaust fan system is installed at the downstream position of the zeolite concentrator. The purpose of this design is to enable the zeolite concentrator to operate at negative pressure. On the other hand, System B is to enable the zeolite concentrator to operate at positive pressure. In System B the exhaust fan system is installed at the upstream position of the zeolite concentrator, as shown in Figure 2. System C combines the exhaust fan system layout from A and B. As illustrated in Figure 3, an exhaust fan system is installed at both the upstream and downstream positions of the zeolite concentrator. This arrangement enables the zeolite concentrator to operate in pressure dependent conditions, i.e., either negative or positive. All three systems include a bypass duct and an isolating damper installed at the side of the primary duct. The layouts of system A, B, and C are commonly found in exhaust abatement devices for purification mode or bypass mode switching operations.

Similar to System C, System D includes exhaust fan systems installed at both the upstream and downstream positions of the zeolite concentrator, as illustrated in Figure 4. Meanwhile, the system also includes a bypass duct installed alongside the primary duct with a modification to the damper. The key innovation that distinguishes the proposed system D from other systems is the utilization of a flow area changing device to replace the standard isolating damper. This device balances the duct pressure by automatically adjusting the size of its opening. The opening allows full inlet of airflow when the exhaust flows downstream, but partially closes to limit reverse airflow. This system, known as decoupled balancing duct system (DBDS), achieves pressure independence in a conventional honeycomb Zeolite Rotor Concentrator (HZRC) system. However it allows volatile organic compounds (VOCs) loaded stream directly to the atmosphere, lowering the overall VOCs removal efficiency.

The five static pressure gauges are employed to measure the pressure variations in all four experiment control system operating in actual production environments. The pressure measurements are performed...
at the upstream ($P_u$) and downstream ($P_d$) locations of the bypass duct, also at the entry ($P_{EI}$) and the exit ($P_{ED}$) of the zeolite concentrator, and at the location neighbored on the lithography equipments ($P_L$). GC/FID (China Gas Chromatograph 9800, Taiwan) is used to analyze the concentration of the preprocessed and the postprocessed VOCs (as THCs). The analyzer column in the GC/FID is a carbon wax model 2 m long. The analytical results are used to comparatively demonstrate the VOCs removal efficiency of the HZRC system with the different pressure variation. The standard deviation of the repeated experiment was around 5% in terms of the VOCs removal efficiency. In addition, the pressure deviation was also obtained from the average results of the several test runs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Pressure Stability Comparisons

The HZRC operation includes purification (normal) and bypass modes. The purification mode processes the exhaust through the zeolite concentrator under normal conditions; the bypass mode bypasses the purification process by diverting the exhaust through the bypass duct to the other backup air pollution control device (APCD), while the HZRC has a breakdown in need of maintenance. Sudden pressure fluctuations often occur when the HZRC system switches from the bypass to the purification mode, affecting system pressure stability. Opening and closing of access doors during maintenance and exhaust fan system failures can also cause notable pressure variations in the HZRC system. Table 1 lists the pressure variations caused by all four experiment systems for comparison, and the pressure, labeled as $P_L$ on the Figure 1–4, measured by the pressure gauge installed at the location neighbored on the lithography equipments.

Systems A and B are operated under negative and positive pressures, respectively. Switching from the purification mode to the bypass mode causes sudden system pressure variation. The pressure variation ranges from $+0.05$ to $0.6$ mbar and can cause the frequency transformer to malfunction. The desired airflow capacity of the exhaust fan system is then affected resulting in increased system pressure fluctuation. If the pressure variation exceeds the system limits, the pressure in the airflow ducts, from the fabrications through to the HZRC system becomes unbalanced, at which time the production would be interrupted reducing the manufacturing capacity.

In the purification mode, the primary and the secondary fans of experiment System C are linked, leading to pressure coupling. Therefore, if there is any variation in operating conditions, for example fan speed, between the primary (inlet) and secondary (exhaust) fans, a system imbalance that causes pressure fluctuations is created. This condition will continue until the system achieves a new balance. Of the
four experimental systems, System C operating in single purification mode potentially has the greatest pressure fluctuation. However, in the event of system switching, the secondary fans in System C can deal with the overall system pressure loss. Consequently, the overall pressure fluctuations of System C will be less than those of Systems A and B using single exhaust fan systems. For standard systems, System C is somewhat better, before the addition of DBDS, which is the improvement of this article.

The design of System D includes DBDS, comprising a flow area changing device with the standard bypass duct. Flow area changing device consists of the modified vane angle of back draft damper, whose area is less than the cross-section area of bypass duct. Thus, this device automatically adjusts its opening area depending on the pressure drop of flow direction and then achieves pressure balance. The flow area changing device permits full inlet of exhaust when the airflow is downstream and normal. Alternatively, when the airflow is upstream (forming a backflow), the flow area changing device reduces its opening area, to compensate for the differences in airflow between the primary and the secondary fan systems. The DBDS improves a standard system like C by enabling the primary and secondary fans to operate independently of pressure. System D thus maintains pressure stability within the system even in potential pressure loss situations (such as opening/closing of access door during operation, or secondary exhaust fan system failures). The results show that System D has the lowest pressure fluctuation, ranging from +0.1 to −0.1 mbar, of the four systems. Clearly, DBDS is highly efficient in minimizing pressure fluctuations within the HZRC system.

One of the main advantages of reducing pressure fluctuations is the improvement in the VOCs removal efficiency of zeolite concentrator. More importantly, the ultimate aim is to decrease the failure (shut down) frequency of the manufacturing process, caused by pressure fluctuation. The failure frequency of manufacturing process for System A and B is ~1.5 times per year, whereas for system C, it is ~0.8 times per year. In an 8 inch wafer manufacturing facility, if there are any failures during the lithography and photolithography process, the affected wafers must be discarded. The loss from one failure in the manufacturing process is about US $1,000,000.

If the maintenance department must stop or alter HZRC, or other central air pollution control device (APCD), a advance request needs to be submitted to the manufacturing department to stop the process, or change to other lines. Thus, if there are any unforeseen accidents on the APCD, the manufacture department cannot deal with such emergency without any disruptions. This results in significant monetary loss for the organization on the effected wafers. The stability improvement of DBDS on HZRC was demonstrated by installing 50 modules in manufacturing facilities across Taiwan. Since the installment in 1998,
Table 1. Pressure variation (ΔP) neighbored on lithography equipments caused by the different test results of HZRC with flow control systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating mode</th>
<th>Types of system</th>
<th>System A (mbar)</th>
<th>System B (mbar)</th>
<th>System C (mbar)</th>
<th>System D (mbar)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purification (normal)</td>
<td>System A (mbar)</td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.05</td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.05</td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.05</td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal operating mode</td>
<td>System B (mbar)</td>
<td>+0.05 to +0.05</td>
<td>+0.05 to +0.05</td>
<td>+0.05 to +0.05</td>
<td>+0.05 to +0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening of access door of concentrator chamber (1)</td>
<td>System B (mbar)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>+0.05 to +0.05</td>
<td>+0.05 to +0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closing of opened access door (2)</td>
<td>System B (mbar)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>+0.05 to +0.05</td>
<td>+0.05 to +0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudden stop of secondary fan (5)</td>
<td>System B (mbar)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>+0.05 to +0.05</td>
<td>+0.05 to +0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure loss</td>
<td>System C (mbar)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total pressure tolerance</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>+0.25 to 0.35</td>
<td>+0.15 to 0.20</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial setup costs for the dual exhaust fan systems (C, D) exceed those for the single exhaust fan systems (A, B). Despite this, because System C and D utilize the efficiency of the dual exhaust fan systems to control the desired exhaust capacity, the operating costs can be significantly reduced. The average load sustained by the dual exhaust fan systems is lower than that of the single exhaust fan systems because of the lowering average fan pressure. Therefore, the
Table 2. Operating characteristics of the four air flow control systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>System A</th>
<th>System B</th>
<th>System C</th>
<th>System D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Ability to control flow variations under the highly efficient performance of fan system</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Ability to control the range of pressure variations at the entry of the system</td>
<td>Very poor</td>
<td>Very poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Maintaining convenience during operations</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Reducing pressure fluctuations between the primary and the secondary fan systems</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Poor (pressure dependant)</td>
<td>Very good (pressure independent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Pressure in concentrator</td>
<td>High negative pressure</td>
<td>High positive pressure</td>
<td>Normal mode Bypass mode</td>
<td>Normal mode Bypass mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Reducing leakages of VOCs exhaust being processed by zeolite rotor concentrator</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Reducing cross contaminations from the bypass duct</td>
<td>Very poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Operating costs of the exhaust fan systems</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 System reliability</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HZRC system with DBDS is the best in maintaining the pressure balance within a system, reducing the leakage of processed VOCs exhaust gas, minimizing cross contamination with the bypass duct, saving operating costs, or increasing system stability.

**Relationships Between the Pressure Differences and the VOCs Removal Efficiency**

The relationships between the bypass airflow directions and the percentage of $\Delta P_{\text{bypass}}$ divided by $\Delta P_{\text{zeolite concentrator}}$ affecting the VOCs removal efficiency are shown in Figure 5. The pressure difference in the decoupled balancing duct ($\Delta P_{\text{bypass}}$) was calculated by subtracting the pressure at the downstream ($P_{\text{d}}$) duct location from that at the upstream location ($P_{\text{u}}$), and the pressure difference in the zeolite concentrator ($\Delta P_{\text{zeolite concentrator}}$) was also calculated by subtracting the pressure at the entry ($P_{\text{e}}$) from that at the exit ($P_{\text{o}}$).

Figure 5. Percentage of $\Delta P_{\text{bypass}}$ divided by $\Delta P_{\text{zeolite concentrator}}$ influencing VOCs removal efficiency. The pressure difference in the decoupled balancing duct ($\Delta P_{\text{bypass}}$) was calculated by subtracting the pressure at the downstream ($P_{\text{d}}$) duct location from that at the upstream location ($P_{\text{u}}$), and the pressure difference in the zeolite concentrator ($\Delta P_{\text{zeolite concentrator}}$) was also calculated by subtracting the pressure at the entry ($P_{\text{e}}$) from that at the exit ($P_{\text{o}}$).

and then the concentration of VOCs reentering the zeolite concentrator is diluted. The VOCs removal efficiency is reduced by the continuously increasing processing flow and the decreasing VOCs concentration adsorbed by the zeolite concentrator. This phenomenon is consistent with the literature report [8]; the mass transfer will be lessened by the exceeding airflow (space velocity) and the below valve VOCs inlet concentration, which will also cause the adsorption efficiency to decrease.

Inappropriate control of the secondary fans causes the desired exhaust capacity to exceed that in the primary fan system. The result is a continual increase in the positive values of $\Delta P_{\text{bypass}}$ divided by $\Delta P_{\text{zeolite concentrator}}$. Consequently, more and more unprocessed exhaust gas bypasses the zeolite concentrator through the bypass duct. Rather than undergoing purification, this exhaust gas flows to the downstream location of the zeolite concentrator. The purified airflow and unprocessed VOCs exhaust gas are mixed, and then released to the atmosphere. The VOCs concentration increases when samples are taken at the exhaust stack. These outcomes are deemed to result from reductions in the efficiency of the HZRC system for VOCs removal. The percentage of $\Delta P_{\text{bypass}}$ divided by $\Delta P_{\text{zeolite concentrator}}$ between $+5$ and $-35\%$ could ensure the VOCs removal efficiency of HZRC system achieves above 90%, which is the standard of the air pollution regulation on semiconductor manufactures in Taiwan. While pressure drop was larger than the above range, especially the increasing positive value of $\Delta P_{\text{bypass}}$ divided by $\Delta P_{\text{zeolite concentrator}}$, the decreasing VOCs removal efficiency was in proportion to the increasing ratio. Therefore, pressure control in the decoupled balancing duct is important for optimizing the VOCs removal efficiency in the HZRC system, leading the $\Delta P$ values to approach or equal zero.

**Decoupled Balancing Duct Design Principles**

On the basis of the experimental results and the operating experience of more than 50 HZRC systems with DBDS operating in Hsinchu Science Park, Taiwan, the following principles ensure the correct design and control of DBDS:

1. The pressure drop in the decoupled balancing duct should be reduced.
2. The dimensions of the decoupled balancing duct should be based on the maximum bypass flow in the bypass mode (costs are also considered in this part of the design).
3. The minimal opening area of the flow area changing device should be determined based on the pressure drop resulting from the decoupled balancing duct operating at maximum reverse flow.
4. The desired airflow capacity of the secondary fans should be slightly greater or equivalent to that of the primary fans to avoid cross contamination in the decoupled balancing duct.
5. The frequency transformer controller for the primary fans system should be adjusted to increase its responsiveness to reduce pressure fluctuations resulting from airflow variations. Alternatively, the
frequency transformer controller for the secondary fans system should be adjusted to reduce its responsiveness.

6. When unexpected maintenance makes it necessary to open the access doors, all opening and closing operations should be performed slowly. Additionally, the principle of the first door to be opened being closed last should be enforced to minimize pressure drop.

7. Airflow disturbance can be minimized when the length of the decoupled bypass duct is set to be more than twice the internal diameter of the duct.

Although the issue of pressure fluctuation in manufacturing facilities other than semiconductor and TFT-LCD industries is less sensitive, the application of DBDS still has its significance. Minimizing pressure fluctuation not only reduces the loads on the exhaust fans, but also can extend the lifespan of the exhaust fans because of the decreased pressure variation. Furthermore, the cost difference between DBDS and the normal designs (like System C) is very minimal.

CONCLUSIONS

Performance of VOCs removal of a honeycomb zeolite rotor concentrator equipped with four air flow control systems in actual manufacturing settings have been evaluated. Installing exhaust fan systems at both the upstream and the downstream positions of the zeolite concentrator and adding a flow area changing device in the bypass duct (the DBDS) can yield pressure independence or decoupling between fan systems. The DBDS offers advantages of maintaining system pressure stability, improving VOCs removal efficiency, reducing cross contamination, minimizing leakage, and reducing operating costs. The combination of HZRC and DBDS has been widely employed for processing VOCs in the semiconductor and optoelectronics industries. The DBDS can also be utilized in similar air conditioning systems.
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